
Cell Balance™ aids your body’s natural ability to build new cells, thereby creating 
the strong and vigourous immune system that will give you the best chance 
possible of staying healthy while under attack. 
According to most experts, every severe and chronic disease is directly associated 
with immune dysfunction.  Specific support of the immune system is a necessary 
strategy for regaining or maintaining good health.

Cell Balance is the only product on the market that contains 200 mg per capsule 
of Ai/E10®, which is the most effective ingredient available for helping your body  
build new cells, modulate immune function, sustain immune system peformance.

Ai/E10 is the only dietary supplement that can effectively and consistently support immune 
function. Take alone or with Cell Design, another HealthPro Nutrient product.

Cell Balance is the result of over 60 years of research and experience by medical doctors, biochemists, 
microbiologists, and thousands of ordinary lay people benefiting from the technology.

The main ingredient, Ai/E10, is a unique whey extract that is derived from bovine milk, collected from cows 
managed specifically for this purpose.

Scientific Amino Acid Sequencing at Tufts University and Gel Electrophoresis at Tiburon Labs have confirmed the 
presence and characteristics of more than 60 important immune communication peptides and other molecules, 
occurring in natural balance, in Ai/E10 including:
• defensin  • granulysin   • IPSF   • lactoferrin  
• cathelicidin  • transfer factors  • granulins  • perforins
• chemokines  • minicytokines  • GM-CSF  • and many others.

The importance of these immune communication/information molecules is the subject of hundreds of published, 
peer-reviewed studies.

The uniquely created reactive molecules included in Ai/E¹º 
provide a specific means to directly supplement the immune 
communication molecules of the immune system responsible 
for immune signaling and memory functions. They initiate a wide 
range of other cellular, immunological responses depending upon 
many environmental and systemic conditions.

Cell Balance is a safe, gentle and totally unique approach that 
yields a highly effective dietary supplement incomparably supporting 
both innate and adaptive immunity. These characteristics present 
unique advantages over traditional biochemical supplement 
products presented for support of the immune system by 
significantly increasing the potential for utilization by a supplement 
consumer while offering a true modulation benefit.

Supplement Facts
Quantity: 30 capsules
Serving Size: 1 capsule Amt Per Serving %Daily Value

Ai/E10® 200mg *
* Daily Value not established

Also Contains: gelatin (capsule).

Allergy Information: This product contains milk/whey.

Directions For Use: Take one (1) capsule daily, or as directed by your health 
care professional. Take continuously for best results. This product is an ad-
vanced dietary supplement formulated to support healthy immune function. 
Keep out of reach of children. 

If you are pregnant or nursing, consult a physician before using this product.
This product contains NO egg, fish, peanuts, crustacean shellfish (lobster, 
crab, shrimp), soybeans, tree nuts, wheat (gluten), or yeast. Contains no 
artificial sweeteners, flavors, colors or preservatives. This product has not been 
evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to cure, treat, diagnose, or prevent 
disease.
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